Equipment rental: Asset
utilization optimization
How do you know that your rental business is operating
at maximum efficiency? Asset underutilization means
money’s being left on the table – you can’t afford to do
that and you can’t spend the bulk of your time looking
for data you need to make smarter business decisions.

Challenges

Ideal solution

Desired outcomes

So, how do you track rental asset utilization,
revenue and costs, margin, ROI, and all of the
other back-end operations, such as pricing and
invoicing, maintenance, CRM, and reporting?

Rental Process Management (RPM) can handle all
aspects of your rental business: rentals, sales and
operations, fleet asset management, service work
orders, parts management, accounting, etc.

Perhaps the best part is that all of your data is
stored in one place – one dashboard – in the
cloud, in the office or on the go! You’ll be able
to drive informed business decisions in no time.

Suite Engine, LLC
Rental Process
Management (RPM)
It’s everything you need to run your rental business in
the office or on the go – all in the cloud!

All in one place – one dashboard

Avoid billing errors and speed up A/R

Powered by Microsoft Dynamics 365

Get actionable insights into your rental business
that help drive smarter decisions faster.

Flexible, repeatable billing and pricing helps you
get to what matters: faster processing and
collections.

Our rental-specific solution + Microsoft
technology means you’re poised for unlimited
growth!

Rental Process
Management (RPM) +
Microsoft Dynamics 365
No matter the size of your rental company today, by
harnessing the power of Microsoft Dynamics 365 and
Suite Engine’s RPM, you’re positioned to grow at any
rate, to any size, without making costly changes to your
ERP system.

Rental-specific + Microsoft-powered

Rental units + fixed assets

Rental contracts + A/R integration

Dynamics has decades of proof it is the best ERP
system for your growing business. Couple that
with an integration designed specifically for
rental, by rental experts, and you’ve got it made.

RPM provides you with operational capabilities
for its rental units that are fully integrated with
Microsoft’s fixed asset accounting functionality.
This is streamlining processes at its best.

The full integration between rental contracts
and Microsoft’s back-end financials provides
customer service reps with relevant customer
data at their fingertips.

Customer success:
24HR Safety
“We’ve been able to provide accurate quotes because we
now have current item information all on one screen.”
– Tony Aube, Project Specialist
Retrieving immediate rental unit insight for sales and
customer service is no longer difficult because of RPM
and the intuitive interface and reporting capabilities of
Microsoft Dynamics 365.

Automation = efficiency

Implementation made easy

Always up-to-date

RPM adds automated billing, including credit
card processing, within Microsoft Dynamics 365,
increasing rental billing efficiency exponentially.

With automated implementation tools provided
by Microsoft and fixed-price implementation
services provided by Suite Engine, the process is
simplified and easy to budget for.

Service updates by Microsoft and RPM are
regular and consistent so that you’re always on
the latest version. You’ll never need to do a
costly upgrade again!

Let’s see if RPM is a good
fit for you. Contact Suite
Engine today!
Get a free demo: SuiteEngine.com/RPM-App
Call for more information: 1-888-695-5010

Ask a question via email: salesteam@suiteengine.com

Learn more: www.suiteengine.com/rpm

